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Abstract 
We give conditions that extensions of rings make tilting complexes. Moreover, we show that 
Frobenius extensions are invariant under derived equivalences which are induced by these 
tilting complexes. 
1. Introduction 
Various results on extensions of algebras and extensions of tilting functors were 
given in representation theory. Let 0 + A + A be an extension of a ring A. When is 
T gAA a tilting n-module? What is the relation between 0 + A + A and 
End,(T) + End,( T @.A A)? Tachikawa and Wakamatsu showed that T @A A is 
a classical tilting module, that is a tilting module of projective dimension one, under 
the condition that T is a classical tilting A-module and that A is a trivial extension 
algebra of A by D(tA), where tA is a trace ideal of T [14]. In case of A = A DC M, we 
had the necessary and sufficient condition that T OA A is a classical tilting module 
[6]. Assem and Marmaridis gave the necessary and sufficient condition that T @‘A A is 
a classical tilting module, in case of split-by-nilpotent extensions of rings [l]. 
Miyashita introduced the notion of a tilting module of finite projective dimension, and 
considered a condition that T BAA is a tilting module [8]. Hoshino showed the 
necessary and sufficient condition that T @*A is a tilting module, in case of split 
extensions of rings [S]. Rickard introduced the notion of a tilting complex, and gave 
a sufficient condition that T’ @“, A is a tilting complex, in case of _4 = AM M [12, 131. 
Also, Rickard showed that a finite-dimensional algebra derived equivalent to a 
symmetric algebra is itself symmetric, and that if A and B are derived equiva- 
lent algebras, then a trivial extension of A by itself and a trivial extension of B 
by itself are also derived equivalent (see [13] for details). These two cases are 
close to Frobenius extensions. In case that T is a finitely generated projective 
generator, Miyashita showed that if 0 + A + A is a Frobenius extension, then 
0 + EndA( T) + End,( T gA A) is also a Frobenius extension [7]. In this note, we 
study extensions of rings and conditions that make T’ 04 A tilting complexes. 
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First, in case of split-extensions of rings, we give the necessary and sufficient 
condition that T’ 85 A is a tilting complex. Next, in case of a Frobenius extension of 
a ring, we give a condition that T’ @iA is a tilting complex, and show that 
0 --t Endh(ModA)(T’) -, Endh(Modn) (T’ 0: /i) is a also Frobenius extension. 
Throughout this note, we assume that all rings have unity and that all modules are 
unital. For a ring A, Mod A (resp., A-Mod, mod A, A-mod) is the category of right 
(resp., left, finitely presented right, finitely presented left) A-modules, and Proj-A 
(resp., A-Proj, PA, A 9’) is the category of right (resp., left, finitely generated right, 
finitely generated left) projective A-modules. 
1. Preliminaries 
Let J&’ be an additive category, C(d) the category of complexes of d, K(d) 
a homotopy category of C(d), and K+ (A!), K- (~4) and Kb(&) full subcategories 
of K(d) generated by the bounded below complexes, the bounded above 
complexes, and the bounded complexes, respectively. For an abelian category 
d, a derived category D(d) (resp., D+(d), D-(d), and Db(.d)) of & is a quotient 
of K(d) (resp., K+(d), K- (d) and Kb(d)) by a multiplicative set of quasi- 
isomorphisms. For a ring A, Rickard defined a tilting complex T’ for A as 
follows: 
(i) T’ E Kb(9J, 
(ii) HOmrc(Mocu) ( T’, T’ [i]) = 0 for all i # 0, 
(iii) add T’, the additive category of direct summands of finite direct sums of T’, 
generates Kb(PA) as a triangulated category. 
Rickard also showed that (iii) can be replaced by 
(iii)’ For each non-zero object X’ of K- (Proj-A), there is a some i such that 
HomK(t&dA) (T’, X’[ i]) # 0. 
Then there is a derived equivalent functor D - (Mod B) --) D - (Mod A) which sends 
B to T’, where B = EndKcModA)( T’) (see [11] for details). 
For a tilting complex T’ for A, we call H“T’ a tilting A-module provided that 
H’T’ = 0 for all i # 0 [4,8]. In this case, we have T’ z Ho T’ in Db( Mod A). 
Furthermore, we call a tilting module T a classical tilting module if projective 
dimension of T is less than or equal to 1. 
In case that A is a finite-dimensional algebra over a field k, there exist two-sided 
tilting complexes A’ in Db( Mod( B Opmk A)) and V in Db( Mod (A OPOk B)) such that 
A’ @I”, V zBBB and V’&A’ gAAA (see [13] for details). 
Lemma 1.1. Let d, 93 and W be additive categories, H, L: .& + V additive functor, 
q : H + L a morphism offuntors and G: d + .43 an additive functor which has the right 
adjoint F: 9 -+ at’. Given X’, 2’ E C( JzI), Y’ E C(q) and U’ E C( 99), the following 
results hold. 
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(1) Hom>(X’, Z’) --, Hom&(HX’, HZ’) induces an End,(&X’)-EndKCW,(Z’)- 
homomorphism Hom,(&X’, Z’[i]) + HomKC,,(HX’,HZ’[i]) for all i. 
(2) Hom$(X’, X’) + Hom>(HX’, HX’ ) induces a ring homomorphism 
EndKCy,(X’ ) + En&,(HX’ )q 
(3) Horn&( Y’,HZ’) + Horn&( Y’,LZ’) induces an EndKC_.+( Y’)-End,&z’)- 
homomorphism HomKC,,( Y’, Hz’ [i]) + Horn,& Y’, LZ’ [i]) for all i. 
(4) Hom>(GX’, U’) E Hom>(X’,FU’) induces an End,(,,,(X’)-End,{,,(U)- 
isomorphism HomK,,,(GX’, u’[i]) z HomKC.,&X’,FU’[i]) for all i. 
Furthermore, these correspondences are functorial. 
2. Ring morphisms and tilting complexes 
In this section, we consider the condition of tensor products which induced by ring 
morphisms. In particular, split extensions of rings induce the necessary and sufficient 
condition that tensor product of a complex is a tilting complex. 
Lemma 2.1. Let A + A be a ring homomorphism and T’ a tilting complex for A. 
If HomDCModAj(T’, T’ &AA Gil) = 0 f or all i # 0, then T’ Q”, A is a tilting complex 
for A. 
Proof. We have T’ @i A z T’ @1A A in Db( Mod A), and T’ CBA A belongs to K*(&). 
Since Homi( T’ OA A, T’ @J~ A) z HomsA( T’, T’ OA A,), we have the following 
isomorphisms: 
Horn DcM,dn,(T’@iA, T’&A[i]) rH’Hom’,(T’O,A, T-BAA) 
z Hi Horn>>> T’, T’ BAAA) 
G HomDCModAj(T’, T’ @AA Gil) 
= 0 for all i # 0. 
Let X’be an object of K-(Proj-A) such that HomDCM,& T’ O$ A,X’[i]) = 0 for all 
i. Then we have the following isomorphisms: 
HomD(ModA)(T’,X’OAnA[i]) zHiHom’,(T’,X’OA&) 
rH’Hom’,(T’@,A,X’) 
= 0 for all i. 
Since T’ is a tilting complex, X’ Qn nA g 0 in D(Mod A), that is, 
H’(X’ @,A,) = H’(X’) = 0 for all i. Therefore X’ z 0 in D(ModA). 0 
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Corollary 2.2 (Miyashita [8]). Let p : A -+ A be a ring homomorphism and T a tilting 
A-module. IfTo& T, A) = Exti( T, T BAAA) = 0 for all i > 0, then T BAA is a tilt- 
ing A-module. 
Proof. Let P’ be a projective resolution of T. Since To&T, A) = 0 for all i > 0, 
P’@)AA is a projective resolution of T @,,A and HomDCModA)(P’, 
P’ @iA, [i]) E Exti( T, T @1A ,) for all i > 0. Then we are done by 
Lemma 2.1. 0 
In case of a finite-dimensional algebra A over a field k, there exist a duality D: 
Db(mod A) --f Db(A mod), where D = HomJ - , k). Then we can define a cotilting 
complex T’ as follows: 
(i) T’ E Kb(xA), where 9A is the category of finitely generated injective right A- 
modules, 
(ii) HomD(modA) (T’, T’ [i]) = 0 for all i # 0, 
(iii) DA E f(add T’), where F(add T’) is the triangulated subcategory of Kb(&) 
generated by objects in add T’. 
Happel showed that if X’ belongs to Kb(9$), then there exists an Auslander-Reiten 
translation zAX’ which is isomorphic to vX’[ - 11, where vA = - @iDA, and then 
there exists an Auslander-Reiten triangle rAX’ + Y’ + X’ + zAX’[ l] in 
Db(mod A) (see [4]). Then z~T’ is a cotilting complex for A if T’ is a tilting complex 
for A. With Proposition 1.2 in [6], we have the following result. 
Proposition 2.3. Let A --) A be a k-algebra homomorphism between$nite-dimensional 
k-algebras. If X’ E Kb(YA), then zn(X’ 04 A) is isomorphic to RHom,(,A,, TAX’) in 
Db(mod A). 
Proof. We have the following isomorphisms: 
zn(X’O:A) z(X’O~A)OnDA,[-l] 
z X’ a_., DA,J - l] 
z DHom,(X’, “AA) [ - 11 
z D(,A Oa Hom,(X’, A)) [ - l] 
z HomA( ,,A,, D Horn,,, X’, A) [ - l] 
g R Hom,(,A,, TAX’). 
Corollary 2.4. Let A -+ A be a k-algebra homomorphism between Jinite-dimensional 
k-algebras, and T’ a tilting complexfor A. If HomgCmodA)( T’, T’ 04 AA [i]) = 0 for all 
i # 0, then RHom,(,A,, z~T’) is a cotilting complex for A. 
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Lemma 2.5. Let A -+ A a ring homomorphism and T’ an object of D-(Mod A). If 
T’ @“, A is a tilting complexfor A, then we haue HomDtModA~( T’, T’ @I,“, A [il) = 0 for 
all i # 0. 
Proof. We may assume that T’ is an object of K- (Proj-A), then we have 
T&A z T’aAA in D-(ModA), and T-BAA belongs to K*(~A). Since 
Hom’,( T’ @A A, T’ @I__, A) z Hom’,( T’, T’ OA A, ), we have the following isomor- 
phisms: 
Homr,CModA)(T’,T’@lAAA [i]) %‘~iHom~(T’,T’O~A,J 
~ITiHom’,(T’@.A, T’OAA) 
g Homo(M,dn) (T.&A, T’&A[i]) 
= 0 for all i # 0. q 
Theorem 2.6. Let p : A + A and E : A -t A be ring homomorphisms such that EP = idA, 
and T’ an object of D-(Mod A). Then T’ @“, A is a tilting complex for A if and only if 
T’ is a tilting complex for A and HomgtModA)( T’, T’ O”, AA [i]) = 0 for all i # 0. In 
this case, there exist ring homomorphisms y : B + randn::r -+ Bsuchthatq=idB, 
where B := EndDCModA)( T' ) and r:= EndDo,,,.,dn)( T’ O”, A). 
Proof. The “if” part has been proved in Lemma 2.1. We may assume that T’ is an 
object of K-(Proj-A), then we have T’ 0: A z T’ @A A in D-(Mod A). Since 
T’ aA A is isomorphic to an object in Kb(gA), there exists an object Q‘ in K*(c%) such 
that T’ OA A 2 Q’ in K- (Proj-A). Applying -@*A* to it, we get 
T’ @A A @I,, AA E Q’ On AA in K- (Proj-A). Therefore, T’ is isomorphic to an object 
in Kb(pA), because EP = idA and A On AA z AA. By sp = idA, T’ is direct summand 
of T’OAAA in D(Mod A). According to Lemma 2.5, we get 
HOmD(hiodA) (T’, T’ [i]) = 0 for all i # 0. Then we have the following isomorphisms: 
HOmDCM0dn,(T’@,4A, T’OAAC3,A,Cil) 
= HOmo(M,dn)(T’, Cil) 
= 0 for all i # 0. 
By Lemma 2.1, T’ OAA On AA, that is, T’ is a tilting complex for A. By EP = 
id,, CL and E induce p’: Horn;;; T’, T’) --) Homi( T’ OA A, T’ OA A) and 
~‘:Horn;l(T’@~A, T’QaA) + Hom;l(T’, T’) such that E’P’ =id. By Lemma 1.1, 
wegetq:B+randn::r+Bsuchthatnq=idB. 0 
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Corollary 2.7 (Hoshino [S]). Let p: A + A and E: A + A be ring homomorphisms 
such that up = idA, and T an A-module. Assume that Tort( T, A) = 0 for all i > 0. Then 
T @*A is a tilting A-module if and only if T is a tilting A-module and 
Exti( T, T OA /iA) = 0 for all i > 0. 
Proof. With the proof of Corollary 2.2, we are done by Theorem 2.6. i-~ 
3. Extensions of rings and tilting complexes 
In this section, we consider the condition that an extension (not necessary split) of 
a ring induces an extension of a ring. Furthermore, we show that a Frobenius 
extension of a ring induces a Frobenius extension of a ring. Next theorem is a general- 
ization of Corollary 5.4 in [13]. 
Theorem 3.1. Let A be an extension of a ring A such that 0 + A + A + M + 0 is an 
exact sequence as A-A-bimodules. Let T’ be a tilting complex for A such that 
HomDcModAj( T’, T’ @“, M [i]) = 0 for all i # 0, and B:= EndDtModAj (T’), T := 
EndD(M,d,,(T’ @f; A) and N := HomD(ModAj( T’, T’ 04 M). Then T’ O”, A is a tilting 
complex for A, and r is an extension of a ring B such that 0 + B + r + N --, 0 is an 
exact sequence as B-B-bimodules. 
Proof. We may assume that T’ belongs to Kb(9J. We have the following com- 
mutative diagram: 
Hom;l( T’, T’) + HomA( T’ @‘a A, T’ @AA) 
0 + Homi( T’, T’) + Horn>>> T’, T’ OA A,) + Hom;l(T’, T’ @AMA) 3 0 
where the bottom row is exact and vertical arrows are isomorphisms. Since 
HomDcModAj( T’, T-0; M [i]) = 0 for all i # 0. By Lemma 1.1, we have 
HomD,M,d,j(T’ @iA, T&A [il) = HomDCModAj(T’, T’ &AA Ci]) S Homn(MtiA) 
(T’, T’ 84 MA [i]) = 0 for all i # 0, and we get the following commutative diagram: 
-+ 
where the arrow of the top row is a ring homomorphism, the bottom row is exact as 
B-B-bimodules and vertical arrows are isomorphisms as B-B-bimodules. By Lemma 
2.1, T’ &A is a tilting complex for A. 0 
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Remark. In case that A and B are derived equivalent R-algebras which are projective 
as R-modules, M is just a A-bimodule which corresponds under the induced equiva- 
lence Db(ModA”PORA) + Db(ModBoPQRB) to a B-bimodule N (see [13]). 
Example. Let A be a finite-dimensional lgebra over a filled k which has the following 
quiver with relations: 
L-0 
1 2 3 
with ~1~ = 0, and A be a finite-dimensional algebra over a field k which has the 
following quiver with relations 
8-- 
1 2 3 
P 
with c$ = pa = 0 and tx2 = p”. Then A is a non-split extension of A, and we have the 
following exact sequence as A-A-bimodules: 
where S(1) is simple left A-module corresponding to vertex 1 and X is a right 
A-module, 
0 
0 
k’k’k 
Let Ti, T2 and T3 be the following right A-modules, respectively, 
J J 
k3 ‘, bk3 E, ,k3 , 
bk3Fk2 and O-k+0 
where 
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Then T = T1 0 T2 0 T3 satisfies the condition of Theorem 3.1, and B has the 
following quiver with a relation 
L-m 
1 2 3 
with a3 = 0; r has the following quiver with relations 
with I@ = pa = 0 and a2 = /I”; and we get the following exact sequence as B-B- 
bimodules: 
O-A-A-Y &9(1)-O, 
where s’(1) is a simple right B-module corresponding to vertex 1 and Y is a left 
B-module, 
0 
0 
k+k’O 
Let A be a subring of A A is called a Frobenius extension of A provided that /iA is 
a finitely generated projective right A-module, and that _,J, g Hom,(,&, AAA) as 
A-A-bimodules [a]. 
Lemma 3.2. Let A be a ring and T’ a tilting complex for A. Given X’ E K*(PJ, if 
Hom,cM,aA,(T’,X’[i]) = HomDCModA)(X’, T [i]) = 0 for all i # 0, then X’ is 
isomorphic to a direct summand of a$nite direct sum of copies of T’. 
Proof. Let B = EndDIModA)( T’) and G: D-(Mod A) + D-(Mod B) a quasi-inverse 
functor of an equivalence functor induced by T’. Then we have the following 
isomorphisms: 
HomgCModA)(T’,X’[i]) %‘Hom DCModAj(B, GX*[i]) = 0 for all i # 0, (1) 
HomhCModA)(X’, T’ [i]) E HomD(ModAJ( GX’, B[i]) = 0 for all i # 0. (2) 
Since X’ E K*( PA), GX’ is isomorphic to an object in K*( PB). Then, according to (l), 
we may assume that GX’ is a B-module of finite projective dimension which has 
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a finitely generated projective resolution. Therefore, according to (2), GX’ is a projec- 
tive B-module. Hence, X’ is isomorphic to a direct summand of a direct sum of copies 
of T’. 0 
The next theorem is the tilting complex version of the result of Miyashita [7]. 
Theorem 3.3. Let A be a Frobenius extension of a ring A such that 
0 --f A + A + M + 0 is an exact sequence as A-A-bimodules. Let T’ be a tilting 
complex for A such that HomDCM,dA,( T’, T-63: M [i]) = 0 for all i # 0, and 
B:= EndDCModA,( T’), T:= Endr,CM,d,,( T’ @“,A) and N:= HomDcModAj( T’,T’ @i M). 
Then T’ Q: A is a tilting complex for A, and T’ is a Frobenius extension of a ring 
B such that 0 -+ B + r + N + 0 is an exact sequence as B-B-bimodules. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.1, it suffices to show that r is a Frobenius extension of B. Since 
T’ is a tilting complex for A and AA is a finitely generated projective right A-module, 
T’ OA AA belongs to Kb(PA). Since ,J,, r Horn A n A, AAA) as A-A-bimodules, we ( A 
have the following isomorphisms: 
HomDCModA)(T.&AA, T’[i]) rHiHomk(T’@,AA, T’) 
z Hi Homi( T’, Hom,(,A,, T’)) 
z Hi Hom;l( T’, T’ @ A AA) 
= =-‘%(ModAj( T’, T’&i&Cil) 
= 0 for all i # 0. 
By Lemma 3.2, T’ O”, A, is a direct summand of a finite direct sum of copies of T’. 
Since ,Ja is isomorphic to THomDCModA)(T’,  8:AA)B as a r-B-bimodule, rB is 
a finitely generated projective right B-module. And we get the following isomorphisms 
as B-T-bimodules: 
Hom,(r, rB, BBiz) = Hom&HomD(M,d,,( T’, T’ @“, A_& 
aHomD(Mod,q(T’, T’),) 
z Homrqo&T’ &AA, T’) 
g HomDcModn) U”&4J”O!a4,) 
ZB p r 
Remark. For a tilting complex T’ for A, if T’ @“,A,, is a tilting complex for /i and 
EndD(M,d&T’@“,A) iS an extension Of EndDCModA)(T’), then We have 
HomDCM,d,,( T’, T’ O”, M [i]) = 0 for all i # 0. 
Corollary 3.4. In the situation of Theorem 3.3, EndDCMod& T’ 8: A,) is a Frobenius 
extension of EndDCM,dn,( T’ @,“A A,,). 
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Proof. By the theorem of Kasch [3], EndB(EndDtM,,,,( T’ 04 A,),) is a Frobenius 
extension of EndDCM,dn,( T’ 0: An), and we have 
The next proposition is useful in exhibiting examples of Frobenius extensions of 
algebras which satisfy Theorem 3.3. 
Proposition 3.5. Let A be ajnite-dimensional Frobenius algebra over ajeld k such that 
0 + k + A + M --f 0 is an exact sequence in mod k. For a finite-dimensional 
k-algebra A and a tilting complex T’, let B = EndDtModAj(T’), r = 
EndD(M,an) (T’@i(AC&A)) and N=Ho~~~(M~~~)(T’,T’O~(AO~M)). Then 
A Ok A is a Frobenius extension of A which satisjes Theorem 3.3 with an exact sequence 
0 + A + A Qk A + A Qk M + 0, and B Ok A is a Frobenius extension of B with an 
exact sequence O+B-+B@kA+BQ,M+O which is isomorphic to 
0 + B -+ r + N + 0 as a B-B-bimodule. 
Proof. It is well known that A Ok A is a Frobenius extension of A (see [lo] for an 
example). Since A Ok M is a finite direct sum of copies of A as a A-A-module, 
T’ OA (A @3k A) satisfies the condition of Theorem 3.3. We have the following com- 
mutative diagram: 
0 + Horn,,, T’, T’) + Horn>>> T’, T’) Ok A + Horn>>> T’, T’) Ok M + 0 
Hom>(T’, T’) + Hom;A...,(T’OkA, T.&A) 
Homi(T’, T’) + Hon$.,,( T’~,(A~,A),T’~A(AO~A)) 
0 + Homi(T; T’) --+ Homi(T; T’ BA(A @kA)J + Hom>(T, T OA(A C&ML) +O 
where the top and the bottom rows are exact sequences, vertical arrows are isomor- 
phisms. Then we have the following commutative diagram: 
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End D(ModA)( T-1 -+ EndDcr+u,( T’ &i (A @kn)) 
0 + EndD,,,&‘i’) 
where the top and the bottom rows are exact sequences as B-II-bimodules, vertical 
arrows are isomorphisms as B-B-bimodules and arrows between the top row and the 
second row are isomorphisms as rings. 0 
Remark. Let A be a subring of A. _4 is called a quasi-Frobenius extension of 
A provided that AA is a finitely generated projective right A-module, and that J, is 
a direct summand of a finite direct sum of copies of HomA(,,AA, _.JA) as A-A- 
bimodules and Horn ( A A ,, A, AAA) is a direct summand of a finite direct sum of copies 
of ,+4, as A-A-bimodules [9]. Then “a Frobenius extension” in Theorem 3.3 can be 
replaced by “a quasi-Frobenius extension”. 
Examples. (1) k[Xl/(X”) and kG satisfy the condition of Proposition 3.5, where G is 
a finite group and k is a field. 
(2) Let A be a finite-dimensional k-algebra \;hich has the quiver: 1 --f 3 c 2, 
Q : A -+ A a k-algebra automorphism induced by interchanging vertex 1 with vertex 2. 
For a group G:= { l,c}, we define a G-graded k-algebra A := @,,cA, such that A, 
has a natural left action of A and a right action of A which is through g. Let 
T = P(1) @P(2) 0 I(3), where P(i) (resp., I(i)) is a projective (resp., injective) in- 
decomposable right A-module corresponding to vertex i. Then A is a Frobenius 
extension of A, T satisfies Theorem 3.3. 
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